More advanced
thinking skills

Thinking skills

Creating

6

Create a board game
based on a topic from this
term. It should test skills
and knowledge.

Evaluating

5

Analysing

4

Applying

3

Understanding

2

Find a scientific news item
Take two experiments Choose a topic and list
and evaluate it in your own you have done this term
the things you have
words, using ideas you
and explain why one
learned from most to
have learned in English.
gave you better results
least important,
than the other.
explaining why for
each one.
Watch a science TV
Look at a set of results
Research a famous
programme and
you made in a lesson
scientist and discuss
summarise the content
and describe what
the things they are
those results tell you in
most famous for.
detail.
Choose a topic from
Choose a Maths topic
Create an A4 poster
another subject, other than and show how it can be explaining important
English and Maths, and
used in science
safety rules for a
show how you can link it to
practical you have
science
done this term
Write a tweet (no more
Write a song or a poem Choose 3 science key
than 140 characters)
inspired by any topic
words and explain
explaining a Science skill
you have covered in
how they relate to an
we have covered this year.
Science this year.
experiment we have
done this term

Remembering

1

Create a Facebook Profile
Page for any famous
scientist.

Produce a piece of
artwork, or a 3D model,
to demonstrate your
understanding of our
current topic in Science.

Make a crossword using
only key terms from
Science this year. Don’t
forget to write detailed
clues!

Create a movie trailer
to illustrate a topic in
Science this term.

Create a ten question
quiz for your
classmates based on
this week’s Science
lessons.

